The Golden Team

Working in Clusters means meeting a lot of people from different organizations with different personalities.

We lose a lot of energy misunderstanding each other, which results in miscommunication and ineffective solutions.

Working together, achieving clear goals, means valuing those diversities and making use of each others strengths. We need a Golden Team to reach those goals.

A golden team values Diversity. Not only in competencies, gender or skills. A golden team values diversity in characters too. Key of success is knowing yourself and the others, valuing each other and go forwards together.

In this workshop you have the opportunity to learn more about your preference type. The preferences, which are embedded in our brains.

Are you an Introvert or more an Extravert. Do you like structure more than flexibility and how important are values when you make decisions.

Knowing your strengths and the strengths of your teammates and making use of it is a very strong weapon to become a Golden Team.

We are using physical exercises to find out what your preferences are. There is a strong connection between our movements and our mental preferences. We are using this a lot in sports, but more and more in business and education too.

When we know the strengths of the team members and when we have concrete, clear goals the team succeeds in getting innovative ideas concrete and presenting them in a successful way to the market.

Be welcome in our interactive workshop where you hear, see and experience, mixed with a lot of fun.
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